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a Note from the author

I began writing All Woman and Springtime in early 2009, after a year 

of listening to a gnawing impulse in the back of my mind saying, “Write! 

Write! Write!” Like a mantra, it kept chanting, becoming incrementally 

louder and louder until finally I had no choice but to reply, “Write what? 

What? What?” It became a call and response, almost a tug-of-war, between 

my inner drive and my self-doubt: “Write!” “What?” “Write!” “What?” I had 

been trying to sustain a custom metal art business, making gates and fountains 

and sculptures of all kinds for a dwindling clientele in the growing tide of the 

global financial meltdown. Suddenly there was really nothing for me but time 

and no excuse to continue avoiding the demands of my literary compulsion.

I had been mulling over something that had not been sitting well with me 

for quite some time, which was the seemingly arbitrary assignation of North 

Korea to an “axis of Evil.” For all of my many misgivings about such bald judg-

ments, the statement did have the benefit of highlighting for me an uncom-

fortable gap in my understanding of the world: I knew almost nothing about 

North Korea, or the history that created the gash across the thirty-eighth par-

allel. So I began to read, and watch videos, and comb the Internet to take in 

as much as I possibly could about the region. the more I learned, the more 

fascinated I became. North Korea is a living Orwellian nightmare, a stark real-

ity so bizarre that it seemingly defies all logic: How could this be happening?
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Most of the available media on North Korea (with a few stellar excep-

tions)—and, relative to information on other nations, the available media 

is quite limited and full of conjecture—focuses on political issues such as 

the nuclear threat, the military standoff at the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), 

the chest pounding of Kim Jong-il. Even the ongoing famine is reduced to its 

political causes and ramifications. the humanity of North Koreans is often 

lost in the telling of North Korea. So I began my book with a question: How 

do I find in myself the correct empathy to understand the people in North 

Korea—people who are simply human, who fall in and out of love, who yearn 

and ache and strive and succeed and fail just like everyone else, and yet who 

do it under unimaginable scrutiny, threat, and control? then I followed it 

with another question: How can I deliver that empathy to an audience that 

is, like I was, mostly unaware of the human details north of the DMZ? How 

do I bring it home?

that is how I met my protagonist, Gi, an orphan girl who condensed 

out of my growing concern and compassion for the people living within the 

“Hermit Kingdom.” Gi, having lost her sense of self while growing up in dire 

trauma, comes alive most within the context of her friendship with Il-sun, 

an irrepressible, mischievous girl at the dawn of womanhood. they are, first 

and foremost, teenagers, simultaneously reaching for and trying to dodge 

the lessons of maturity that all young women face. this reaching and dodg-

ing places them unwittingly in the hands of human traffickers—a very real 

problem surfacing in North Korea.

Issues of human exploitation and the regularity with which human beings 

are bought and sold are a cause of great sadness for me. It is easy to think of 

slavery as an issue we have overcome, one left to decay in our past, but in real-

ity it is still flourishing, even within our own borders. though we no longer 

sanction it with our laws, we sanction it with our collective denial. Human 

trafficking is a global multibillion-dollar industry, a looming shadow of greed 

and cruelty. I wanted to inspect this problem from all angles—through the 

eyes of those who are trafficked, the motivations and justifications of those 

who traffic, and (though less exposed in my novel) the complicity of those 
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who enable it—and shine a light on it in hopes that spreading greater aware-

ness will erode the ability of those who would perpetrate such abuse.

though my novel deals with very real places, issues, and situations, much 

of the journey is metaphoric. For instance, physically crossing the DMZ is 

unlikely (though there are documented cases), but my characters simply 

must cross that boundary. the real challenge for them is in crossing it psy-

chologically, transcending the veil of propaganda that is the DMZ lodged 

within themselves. I see it as a hero story, in which our heroine must eventu-

ally face and conquer the darkness within, even after her physical oppressors 

no longer have a hold on her. to survive she must learn to redefine not only 

herself but her core beliefs about the world in which she lives.





Questions for Discussion

1. the author has said in interviews and essays that All Woman and 
Springtime is about crossing boundaries of all kinds.” What does he mean 

by that? What boundaries are crossed, and by whom? 

2. the protagonist, Gyong-ho, is more commonly known as Gi, which 

is a nonsense syllable in both Korean and English. Why did the author 

choose this name? How does this name shape her as a character, and how 

does it add to or subtract from her personal development in the story? 

3. Gi is fascinated by her best friend, Il-sun. Why? Why does this fascina-

tion begin to express itself as sexual desire? Does this speak to Gi’s basic 

sexual orientation, or is there something else at play?

4. Why do you think Il-sun puts herself so much at risk by engaging in 

rebellious behavior? Is she by nature self-destructive?

5. the characters of All Woman and Springtime start their journey in 

North Korea, are taken across the DMZ into South Korea, and then ulti-

mately end up in the United States. Why did the author choose this partic-

ular path for the story? Was it important for the story to change settings?
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6. the image of teacups appears at various points throughout the novel, 

first when the orphanage mistress meets Gianni, and then in a tense scene 

between the orphanage mistress, Il-sun, and Gi. Cho also uses the word 

teacup as a term of endearment when talking to Il-sun, and then in the 

epilogue when talking with Gi. What is the significance of the image of 

teacups, and why would the author have Cho use it as a pet name? 

7. Jasmine is an important character who helps Gi, Il-sun, and Cho make 

the transition to the world of prostitution and pornography. In the end, she 

suffers for trying to help her North Korean friends. Why did the author 

develop such a sympathetic character only to have her disappear suddenly 

and without follow-up?  

8. Strong secondary characters, such as the orphanage mistress, the fac-

tory foreman, Mr. Choy, Mrs. Cha, are used to help tell the story. Some 

of them are the book’s villains. How did you feel about their narratives? 

Do you think it was important to hear from these characters? Would the 

story have been more or less effective if told from only one perspective? 

9. All Woman and Springtime is a coming of age story in which young 

women are imprisoned and manipulated when they are on the brink of 

womanhood, the moment when they are just beginning to figure out who 

they are. Do you think the characters hold on to their identities, or do they 

lose themselves along the way? 

10. Loss of innocence is an important theme in the novel. Each character 

experiences it in a different way, even the villains of the story. How does the 

loss of innocence in Mr. Choy and Mrs. Cha compare to that of Gi, Il-sun,  

and Cho? Do we also see loss of innocence in the orphanage mistress and 

the factory foreman? are there any moments of redemption? 
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11. the leadership of North Korea is often referred to as a “personality 

cult.” How does the North Korean leadership shape the lives of Gi, Il-sun, 

and Cho? How do they respond to it, and ultimately leave it, differently? 

How do you imagine the lives of Gi and Il-sun would have turned out had 

they remained in North Korea? 





Brandon W. Jones lives in Hawaii.
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Other Algonquin Readers Round Table Novels

A Reliable Wife, a novel by Robert Goolrick

Rural Wisconsin, 1907. In the bitter cold, Ralph Truitt stands alone on a train plat-
form anxiously awaiting the arrival of the woman who answered his newspaper ad for 
“a reliable wife.” The woman who arrives is not the one he expects in this New York 
Times #1 bestseller about love and madness, longing and murder.
“[A] chillingly engrossing plot . . . Good to the riveting end.” —USA Today
“Deliciously wicked and tense . . . Intoxicating.” —The Washington Post
”A rousing historical potboiler.” —The Boston Globe

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-56512-977-1

West of Here, a novel by Jonathan Evison

Spanning more than hundred years—from the ragged mudflats of a belching and 
bawdy Western frontier in the 1890s to the rusting remains of a strip-mall cornucopia 
in 2006—West of Here chronicles the life of one small town. It’s a saga of destiny 
and greed, adventure and passion, hope and hilarity, that turns America’s history into 
myth, and myth into a nation’s shared experience.
“[A] booming, bighearted epic.” —Vanity Fair
“[A] voracious story . . .  Brisk, often comic, always deeply sympathetic.”  
—The Washington Post 

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-61620-082-4

The Puzzle King, a novel by Betsy Carter

This is the story of unlikely heroes, the lively, beautiful Flora and her husband, the 
brooding, studious Simon, two immigrants who were each sent to America by their 
families to find better lives. They found each other and built a life—and a fortune—
together. Now they are the last chance for their loved ones’ escape from Hitler’s 
Germany. 
“The kernel of  Betsy Carter’s third novel is a powerful bit of family lore . . . A work 
of genealogical fiction from the late 19th century to the eve of World War II . . . It 
balances the Jewish immigrant experience in New York—both the achievement of 
the American dream and the curdling of it—against the insidious anti-Semitism of 
Germany and Eastern Europe.”  
—Los Angeles Times 
“A fine novel with twists and turns and pieces that interlock tightly . . . Carter at her 
best.” —The Miami Herald

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-61620-016-9



Until the Next Time, a novel by Kevin Fox

For Sean Corrigan the past is simply what happened yesterday, until his twenty-first 
birthday, when he’s given a journal left him by his father’s brother, Michael—a man 
he had not known existed. The journal, kept after his uncle fled from New York City 
to Ireland to escape prosecution for a murder he did not commit, draws Sean into a 
hunt for the truth about Michael’s fate. Until the Next Time is a remarkable story 
about time and memory and the way ancient myths affect everything—from what we 
believe to whom we love.  
“A mysterious, sweeping family saga reminiscent of the work of Meira Chand and 
Julie Drew, Fox’s novel is a suspenseful tale of lost love, rediscovered family, and the 
importance of history.” —Booklist
“A taut suspense novel, a history lesson on a people’s enduring struggle, and a 
chronicle of a star-crossed pair’s everlasting love.” —Sandra Brown, New York Times 
bestselling author of Lethal

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-56512-993-1

A Friend of the Family, a novel by Lauren Grodstein

Pete Dizinoff has a thriving medical practice in suburban New Jersey, a devoted wife, a 
network of close friends, an impressive house, and a son, Alec, now nineteen, on whom 
he’s pinned all his hopes. But Pete never counted on Laura, his best friend’s daughter, 
setting her sights on his only son. Lauren Grodstein’s riveting novel charts a father’s 
fall from grace as he struggles to save his family, his reputation, and himself.
“Suspense worthy of Hitchcock . . . [Grodstein] is a terrific storyteller.”  
—The New York Times Book Review
“A gripping portrayal of a suburban family in free-fall.” —Minneapolis Star Tribune

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-61620-017-6

Pictures of You, a novel by Caroline Leavitt

Two women running away from their marriages collide on a foggy highway. The sur-
vivor of the fatal accident is left to pick up the pieces not only of her own life but of the 
lives of the devastated husband and fragile son that the other woman left behind. As 
these three lives intersect, the book asks, How well do we really know those we love 
and how do we open our hearts to forgive the unforgivable?
“An expert storyteller . . . Leavitt teases suspense out of the greatest mystery of all—
the workings of the human heart.” —Booklist 
“Magically written, heartbreakingly honest . . . Caroline Leavitt is one of those fabu-
lous, incisive writers you read and then ask yourself, Where has she been all my life?” 
—Jodi Picoult

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-56512-631-2



In the Time of the Butterflies, a novel by Julia Alvarez

In this extraordinary novel, the voices of Las Mariposas (The Butterflies), Minerva, 
Patria, María Teresa, and Dedé, speak across the decades to tell their stories about life 
in the Dominican Republic under General Rafael Leonidas Trujillo’s dictatorship. 
Through the art and magic of Julia Alvarez’s imagination, the martyred butterflies 
live again in this novel of valor, love, and the human cost of political oppression.
A National Endowment for the Arts Big Read selection
“A gorgeous and sensitive novel . . . A compelling story of courage, patriotism, and 
familial devotion.” —People
“A magnificent treasure for all cultures and all time.” —St. Petersburg Times 

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-56512-976-4

Water for Elephants, a novel by Sara Gruen

As a young man, Jacob Jankowski is tossed by fate onto a rickety train, home to the 
Benzini Brothers Most Spectacular Show on Earth. Amid a world of freaks, grifters, 
and misfits, Jacob becomes involved with Marlena, the beautiful young equestrian 
star; her husband, a charismatic but twisted animal trainer; and Rosie, an untrainable 
elephant who is the great gray hope for this third-rate show. Now in his nineties, Jacob 
at long last reveals the story of their unlikely yet powerful bonds, ones that nearly 
shatter them all.
“[An] arresting new novel . . .With a showman’s expert timing, [Gruen] saves a ter-
rific revelation for the final pages, transforming a glimpse of Americana into an 
enchanting escapist fairy tale.” —The New York Times Book Review

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-56512-560-5

Mudbound, a novel by Hillary Jordan

Mudbound is the saga of the McAllan family, who struggle to survive on a remote 
ramshackle farm, and the Jacksons, their black sharecroppers. When two men return 
from World War II to work the land, the unlikely friendship between these brothers- 
in-arms—one white, one black—arouses the passions of their neighbors. In this 
award-winning portrait of two families caught up in the blind hatred of a small South-
ern town, prejudice takes many forms, both subtle and ruthless.  
Winner of the Bellwether Prize for Fiction
“This is storytelling at the height of its powers . . . Hillary Jordan writes with the 
force of a Delta storm.” —Barbara Kingsolver

a n a lgonquin r ea der s round ta ble edition w ith r ea ding group guide a nd 
other specia l featur es • fiction • isbn 978-1-56512-677-0



Join us at AlgonquinBooksBlog.com for the latest news on all of 
our stellar titles, including weekly giveaways, behind-the-scenes 
snapshots, book and author updates, original videos, media praise, 
detailed tour information, and other exclusive material.

You’ll also find information about the Algonquin Book Club,  
a selection of the perfect books—from award winners to 
international bestsellers—to stimulate engaging and lively 
discussion. Helpful book group materials are available, including

Book excerpts
Downloadable discussion guides

Author interviews
Original author essays

Live author chats and live-streaming interviews
Book club tips and ideas
Wine and recipe pairings

Follow us on twitter.com/AlgonquinBooks
Become a fan on facebook.com/AlgonquinBooks


